
NO ROCKET SCIENCE
We Can Collectively Transform our cities
and Villages when we are well connected

Original cannot be duplicated but success can be duplicated.
What we create is for ourselves. Collectively we can create
what all of us can have the best for each of us! Becoming and
being genuine is the way to evoke universal power within us
and to spread the same around us. In giving we receive the
most precious things in life. Deep desire is the primary thing
to achieve excellence. Congruence with thoughts and actions
are equally important. Getting into action on a continuous
pattern on a regular and recurring basis is also important in
achieving excellence. Be Connected! Do Collective!!      

India was the richest nation once
upon a time! Today we are not! By
comparing what we were doing at
that point of time that we not doing
at this point of time; we can easily
understand the way to bounce back
and to become the richest nation
once again. One single most element
of success is in best engagement of
maximum number of people. It can
be by way of creating employment.
It also can be by engaging maximum
number of people into a chain of
economic activities that can recreate
social and cultural integration of
the people locally and globally.       

What we create for ourself

RICHNESS IS

Behind is a Dream Unfolded Just Like that 

http://globaltv.in/ashagram
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FEAST IS A LUNCH OR DINNER 
BUT WITH EXTRA DISHES
Few extra dishes can make a lunch
into a memorable feast...

Initiatives are intensified when people are involved.
Keeping in touch with people all across is possible
when things are economically viable. Create and
nurture innovative initiatives complementary to the
existing institutions in the cities. Connect more
people in a structured and systematic way. Create
and nurture smaller and large scale initiatives that
are for the welfare of the people in general. This is
possible by identifying the resources and placing
people in economic activities.

Creation of employment becomes easier when we
know the resources available. Unutilized resources
are the fundamental cause for unemployment. Put
things in order and place people in charge. We can
convert an adverse situation into our advantage.     

https://globaltv.in/buoyancee/
https://youtu.be/pVUSarDtkiw

